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Answer to the question provided by the Tenderer in the open competition ,,Supply of temporary 
professional staff for RB Rail AS”, Id No RBR 2020/11      
  
 
RB Rail AS presents the following answer to the question from the Tenderer: 

No Question  Answer 

1. We are a part of publicly owned 
company called [•], where subsidiary in 
[•] is the branch office of [•], and both 
[•] are owned by [•]. Would the 
letter/statement from [•] regarding [•] 
being part of [•] be sufficient ground to 
submit our proposal and be compliant 
as per point 8.2.1. 

 

Procurement Commission hereby explains that 
branch office can submit  proposal in the open 
competition. In accordance with Clause 8.2.1, the 
Tenderer shall submit a copy of a valid registration 
certificate or a similar document issued by a foreign 
authority in charge of the registration, licensing or 
certification of legal persons in the country of their 
residence and wherefrom at least the fact of 
registration, licensing or certification, information 
about shareholders, board or supervisory board 
members, beneficial owners, officials and procura 
holders, persons who are authorised to represent 
the Tenderer in operations in relation to a branch (if 
any) can be determined. 

Procurement Commission notes that the Tenderer 
shall submit a signed confirmation or agreement on 
cooperation and/or passing of resources to the 
Tenderer between such persons and the Tenderer. 
The confirmations and agreements on cooperation 
and passing of resources can be replaced by the 
Tenderer with any other type of documents with 
which the Tenderer is able to prove that the 
necessary resources will be available to the 
Tenderer and will be used during the term of 
fulfilment of the Contract (for the detailed 
information please see Section 9 of the Regulations 
“Reliance on the capacity of other persons”). 

And accordance with Clause 8.2.2 of Regulations, 
the representative of the Tenderer, or a member of 
a partnership, or a person on whose capacity 
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Tenderer relies who has signed documents 
contained in the Proposal has the right of signature, 
i.e., it is an official having the right of signature or a 
person authorized by the Tenderer. 

Procurement Commission kindly explains that 
Procurement Commission cannot ascertain the 
Tenderer’s compliance to the requirements set in 
the Regulations before the proposal is submitted. 
Evaluation of the submitted proposal will be 
provided only after proposal submission deadline 
during the evaluation process.  

 

  

 

 

 
 

 

 

Document is approved by Procurement commission’s decision made on 19 October 2020 and is valid without 
signature. 

 

 

 


